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My Saigon: The Local Guide to Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
2024-01-21 experience real saigon my saigon 2024 saigon ho chi minh
city offers bustling streets amazing walks too hip for you cafes rocking
music clubs luxurious salons explosively delicious restaurants and
indoor cat zoos saigon is vietnam it s young practical crowded and a
little bit brash most visitors to saigon see the same boring attractions
boring restaurants tourist trap markets and war propaganda saigon has
so much more to experience than tourists see my saigon gives you the
insider track the most amazing experiences the cultural backstories
the practical go to tips the best coffee the best food far beyond pho and
banh mi the best hangouts the coolest stuff and hipsters hipsters
everywhere details about 90 day and multi entry electronic visas to
vietnam new as of august 2023 big picture navigation history your
tour guides aren t allowed to mention good hotels for cheap without
hostels bedbugs and weird smells get mobile data up and running
without being scammed the best pho in saigon no it s not the one in
the backpacker district awesome authentic cheap restaurants where
my friends and i eat and tripadvisor has no clue about coffee did
someone say coffee 1930s coffee street coffee specialty coffee all kinds
of coffee i ll tell you where hang out with vietnamese people munch
on dried squid listen to viet pop if you dare make cool friends date
guys or girls whatever flag you might fly bust out with saigonese
slang to make your new friends laugh watch out for saigon s mafia
they run the streets and they don t announce themselves don t
unintentionally offend people by wearing a popular tourist souvenir t
shirt you definitely shouldn t give money to beggars and street kids
avoiding taxi scams in saigon is so easy but most tourists refuse to learn
my saigon is a guide a love confessional an instruction manual and an
ode to the city



Ho Chi Minh City in a Nutshell 1985 saigon is the city of the yellow
anguish a languidness that possessed the europeans that lived in
vietnam at night in front of a drink the memories of flowery young
girls in their traditional costumes surrounded by the thick smells of
the ngoc man cooking the feverish sounds of the city s motion
piercing through the humid heat of the asian nights hauntingly
reappear a city of contrasts saigon has lived through dramatic changes
the turbulence of the south for which it was renowned was replaced
by the terrible coldness of the north and the joyfulness of the city was
imposed a rigid doctrine saigon became ho chi minh and a new city
was created but although appearances may change people remain the
same so what came of those changes a few red flags and a number of
japanese motorbikes
Saigon 2005-07-01 saigon since 1976 officially hồ chi minh city but
widely still referred to as saigon is the largest metropolitan area in
modern vietnam and has long been the country s economic engine
this is the city s complete history from its humble beginnings as a
khmer village in the swampy mekong delta to its emergence as a
major political economic and cultural hub the city s many transitions
through the hands of the chams khmers vietnamese chinese french
japanese americans nationalists and communists are examined in detail
as well as the saigon led resistance to collectivization and the city s
central role in vietnam s perestroika like economic reforms
Saigon 2011-08-31 exploring the places where the rural and urban
intersect where many of the world s people live
Saigon's Edge 2011 the perfect comprehensive starting point for
anyone looking to conduct research on ho chi minh city this historical
dictionary is ideal for those who want to know more about the city s
history and development



Historical Dictionary of Ho Chi Minh City 2013 moon travel guides
your world your way with its mix of modern architecture deep
history and dynamic culture ho chi minh city is the future of vietnam
inside moon ho chi minh city you ll find strategic itineraries for
seeing the best of the city plus worthwhile excursions to pho quoc
island the con dao islands and the cu chi tunnels detailed maps and full
color photos throughout activities and ideas for every traveler absorb
history at the war remnants museum or the reunification palace or
explore the posh district 1 for some beautiful and affordable retail
therapy savor the fragrant incense at the thien hau pagoda or sample
the best of the city s innovative cuisine including street food vendors
like the famed lunch lady experience the best of hcmc after dark with
craft beer and live music at nightclubs or backpacker bars hop over to
pho quoc island for a relaxing beach day and a seafood dinner where
your meal goes from a tank to a grill to your plate expert insight from
journalist and expat dana filek gibson on her adopted home useful tips
on health and safety sustainable travel traveling solo as a woman and
scheduling group tours honest advice on when to go how to get
around and where to stay plus a handy vietnamese phrasebook
thorough information on the landscape history and local culture all
packaged in a book light enough to fit in your carry on with moon ho
chi minh city s expert advice myriad activities and local know how
you can plan your trip your way seeing more than just the city check
out moon vietnam expanding your trip try moon phuket ko samui or
moon angkor wat
Moon Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon) 2017-10-31 this title re maps public
space in order to unveil contemporary spatial practices and to explore
future possibilities in the midst of historic migration and urbanisation
our limited public spaces are being contested and re conceptualised in



cities around the world with innovative experiments in some places
and bloody battles in others this book uses the case of sidewalks in ho
chi minh city vietnam where a vibrant everyday urbanism takes
place in flexible patterns that defy conventional conceptions of public
space
Sidewalk City 2015-05-27 featuring information on accommodations
restaurants transportation options night life political conditions and
more for both business and leisure travelers of all budgets this new
city guide to saigon is complemented by a new edition of the
vietnamese phrasebook full color map
Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon) 2001 with vietnam s economy poised to
take off ho chi minh city seems destined to become a great asian
destination this guide is designed to help the reader make the most of
their stay in the area
Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon) 1995 city maps ho chi minh city vietnam
is an easy to use small pocket book filled with all you need for your
stay in the big city attractions pubs bars restaurants museums
convenience stores clothing stores shopping centers marketplaces
police emergency facilities are only some of the places you will find
in this map this collection of maps is up to date with the latest
developments of the city as of 2017 we hope you let this map be part
of yet another fun ho chi minh city adventure
Ho Chi Minh City 1997 vietnam travel guide 2019 ho chi minh city
first journey 10 tips for amazing trip referring to vietnam people often
think about war but now vietnam is a beautiful peaceful safe and
hospitable country ho chi minh city or also known as saigon this is the
largest city in vietnam and is also a place where many cultural flows
converge in the history of its formation and development this is also
the first destination when discovering vietnam that i d like to



introduce to you here is a preview of what you ll learn in this book
things need to know before going to travel saigon how to move in ho
chi minh city where to sleep top must visit attraction discovery
amazing cuisine night life in ho chi minh city travel tips that you
may never know this book is a comprehensive guide with simple
layout makes it easy to find informations you need i hope it will help
you have a fun and hassle free trip in saigon download your copy of
vietnam travel guide 2019 by scrolling up and clicking buy now with
1 click button tags ho chi minh city travel guide ho chi minh travel
guide ho chi minh travel guide 2019 vietnam travel guide vietnam
travel guide 2019 north vietnam travel guide travel guide vietnam
travel guides vietnam lonely planet vietnam travel guide travel
guide to vietnam vietnam travel guide book vietnam travel guide
2018 lonely planet travel guide vietnam vietnam pocket travel guide
travel guides for vietnam eyewitness travel guide vietnam vietnam
tour book vietnam travel 2019 vietnam travel books saigon travel
saigon travel guide pho saigon ho chi minh guide ho chi minh city
guide ho chi minh biography ho chi minh trail ho chi minh book ho
chi minh a life lonely planet ho chi minh exploring ho chi minh city
City Maps Ho Chi Minh City Vietnam 2017-03-26 moon spotlight ho
chi minh city saigon is a 100 page compact guide covering the city of
saigon as well as surrounding areas author dana filek gibson offers her
seasoned advice on must see attractions and she includes maps with
sightseeing highlights so you can make the most of your time this
lightweight guide is packed with recommendations on entertainment
shopping recreation accommodations food and transportation making
navigating this multifaceted city uncomplicated and enjoyable this full
color spotlight guidebook is excerpted from moon vietnam
Saigon: Top 10 Guide to Ho Chi Minh City 2013 2019-05-25 this book



explores the way in which the state has become commercialised
under reform as party and government officials have gone into
business and considers the impact that this has had on politics within
ho chi minh city and hanoi the book charts the way in which power
has been decentralised to the lower levels of the party state but argues
that the central state retains significant power these issues are
explored through a variety of case studies including the
implementation of different reform policies struggles over political
and business activity and the prosecution of two major corruption cases
particular emphasis is placed on piecing together the myriad of
informal practices which dominate business and political life in
vietnam
Vietnam Travel Guide 2019 2015-09-22 hungry good buckle up you
re in for one heckuva flavourous ride vietnam s booming commercial
hub is an undisputed street food capital this pocketable companion for
the travelling food lover is structured around 12 iconic dishes and
guides users to where these can be found with there s also
information on hcmc s other dishes advice on what to eat and the low
down on vietnamese coffee and where to get a good one
Moon Spotlight Ho Chi Minh City 2003-08-27 you will shortly come
to know the reason why you can get all attractions at ho chi minh city
and hanoi by yourself maps and photos indicated by arrows and
explaining boxes together with detailed information especially on the
ways to the must visits will give you full confidence for an
unprecedented journey to vietnam this book goes to ho chi minh city
first formerly known as saigon the economic capital of vietnam is
located at the southern area of vietnam at ho chi minh city you will
take a look at city hall first it is one of the most beautiful colonial
buildings standing at the heart of the city and the other 11 attractions



will be followed they are 2 opera house 3 notre dame cathedral 4
central post office 5 reunification palace 6 ben thanh market 7 fine arts
museum 8 de tham road travelers street 9 mariamman hindu temple
10 saigon riverside 11 china town and 12 le van tam park together
with tran hung dao temple after ho chi minh city you will go to hanoi
the capital city is located at the northern part of vietnam at hanoi you
will meet old quarter first it consists of 36 streets which have been
established since 1010 when emperor ly thai to moved the capital city
of vietnam from hoa lu to thang long currently hanoi and the other 5
parts will be followed they are the legendary 2 lake hoan kiem 3 a
luxurious road of trang tien 4 ho chi minh s mausoleum complex 5 ha
long bay one of the 7 world landscapes and 6 ninh binh known as ha
long bay on the land keep this book in your pack and fly to ho chi
minh city then your mobile phone will show you all the ways to the
must visits at the 2 key cities of vietnam except ha long bay and ninh
binh which are situated at the outskirts of hanoi you can get all
attractions by your own self you need neither to chase after a guide
nor to ask passers by for your destination
Changing Political Economy of Vietnam 2018-11 do you have a plan to
travel ho chi minh city of vietnam by your own self then take a look
at the sample of this book and you will come to know the reason why
you can get all attractions by yourself you need neither to chase after
a guide nor to ask passers by for your destination maps and photos
explained by arrows and boxes together with detailed introduction
especially on the ways to the must visits will give you full confidence
this book goes to 1 ho chi minh city hall first which is one of the most
beautiful colonial structures at the heart of the city the other 11
attractions are 2 opera house 3 notre dame cathedral 4 central post
office 5 reunification palace 6 ben thanh market 7 fine arts museum 8



de tham road travelers street 9 mariamman hindu temple 10 saigon
riverside 11 china town and 12 le van tam park together with tran
hung dao temple after city summary the public transportation will be
introduced in detail even china town you can easily get there by bus
no 1 from ben thanh bus station where and which bus you have to
take will be explained through maps and photos keep this book in
your pack and fly to ho chi minh city then it will show you all of the
ways to the must visits at ho chi minh city vietnam
Ho Chi Minh City in 12 Dishes 2015-08-19 the rough guide snapshot to
ho chi minh city is the ultimate travel guide to vietnam s
effervescent metropolis it leads you through the city and on trips out
of town with reliable information and comprehensive coverage of all
the sights and attractions from the teeming ben thanh market to the
moving war remnants museum and the fascinating jade emperor
pagoda detailed maps and up to date listings pinpoint the best cafés
restaurants hotels shops bars and nightlife ensuring you make the
most of your trip whether passing through staying for the weekend
or longer also included is the basics section from the rough guide to
vietnam with all the practical information you need for travelling in
and around vietnam including transport food drink costs health
festivals and shopping also published as part of the rough guide to
vietnam the rough guide snapshot to ho chi minh city is equivalent to
83 print pages
Vietnam 2015-08-18 are you looking for a beautiful simple journal
diary or notebook for your trip to ho chi minh city this is a travel
journal with prompts and checklists that is a perfect gift for someone
planning their travel to ho chi minh city in vietnam use it as
notebook diary to journal or just like any other notebook other details
include 120 pages 6x9 cream paper and a beautiful matte finished



cover make sure to look at our other products for more travel journals
Vietnam 2015-05-04 much of the world s population inhabits the
urban fringe an area that is neither fully rural nor urban hoc mon a
district that lies along a key transport corridor on the outskirts of ho
chi minh city epitomizes one of those places in saigon s edge erik
harms explores life in hoc mon putting forth a revealing perspective
on how rapid urbanization impacts the people who live at the
intersection of rural and urban worlds unlike the idealized vietnamese
model of urban space hoc mon is between worlds neither outside nor
inside but always uncomfortably both with particular att
Ho Chi Minh City (Rough Guides Snapshot Vietnam) 2019-06-04 this
is the full color version of vietnam ho chi minh city only take a look
at the free sample of this book and you will shortly come to know the
reason why you can get all attractions at ho chi minh city by your
own self in addition to the detailed information especially on the ways
to the must visits maps and photos indicated by arrows and explaining
boxes will give you full confidence for your try the economic capital
of vietnam you will meet 1 ho chi minh city hall first which is one of
the most beautiful colonial structures at the heart of the city the other
11 attractions are 2 opera house 3 notre dame cathedral 4 central post
office 5 reunification palace 6 ben thanh market 7 fine arts museum 8
de tham road travelers street 9 mariamman hindu temple 10 saigon
riverside 11 china town and 12 le van tam park together with tran
hung dao temple to speak for public transportation subway line 1 is
under construction however you can get all attractions by bus or on
your foot almost of all attractions are concentrated near the heart of the
city where you can find the bus stand which bus you have to take
and where you are to turn for the attractions are all explained in
detail through maps and photos keep this book in your pack and fly to



ho chi minh city then it will show you all of the ways to the must
visits of the beautiful city you need neither to chase after a guide nor
to ask passers by for your destination you can get them all by your
own self
Ho Chi Minh City Travel Notebook 2010 only take a look at the free
sample of this book and you will shortly come to know the reason
why you can get all attractions at ho chi minh city and da nang by
your own self in addition to the detailed information especially on the
ways to the must visits maps and photos indicated by arrows and
explaining boxes will give you full confidence when you try the 2
key cities of vietnam ho chi minh city formerly known as saigon is
the economic capital of vietnam and da nang is the biggest city in the
middle area of the peaceful country the vital energy of ho chi minh
city and the beautiful sands of mi khe beach of da nang are waiting for
you unfortunately there is no subway system in vietnam yet
however you don t need to worry about the public transportation
how to find the bus terminal which bus you have to take where you
are to alight from the bus are all explained in detail through maps and
photos keep this book in your pack and fly to the wonderful city of ho
chi minh city or da nang then it will show you all of the ways to the
attractions of the 2 cities of vietnam you need neither to chase after a
guide nor to ask passers by for your destination you can get them all
by your own self
Saigon's Edge 2015-12-10 if a city s soul is embodied in its people the
spirit of ho chi minh city is a little creature of tough as nails elasticity
quick to flare up but easy with a laugh and resourceful beyond all
mesure it s a city that s crazy and seductive bustling with energy and
life
Vietnam 2017 wallpaper city guides are a ruthlessly researched design



hypen conscious guide for the discerning traveller who wants to come
away with a true taste of the best a city has to offer
Ho Chi Minh City in 12 Dishes 2015-11-28 from the largest and most
dynamic city in vietnam to the sleepy mekong delta footprint covers
the top attractions in this enchanting region plus lesser known sights
off the beaten track
Vietnam 2006 ho chi minh city commonly known as saigon or by the
abbreviations hcmc or hcm is the largest city in vietnam and the
former capital of the republic of vietnam although the capital of a
united vietnam is hanoi in the north ho chi minh city remains
vietnam s main economic and financial centre while it does not have
the long history that cities like hanoi and hue have it is vietnam s
most modern and cosmopolitan city with influences from the french
former colonial rulers and the ethnic chinese community in cholon
deeply embedded in the local culture perhaps most visible in its
cuisine wink travel guides introduce you to the best world travel
destinations in a clear and concise way illustrated by photos
Citiescape Ho Chi Minh City 2013-12-02 are you looking for a
beautiful simple journal diary or notebook for your trip to ho chi minh
city this is a travel journal with prompts and checklists that is a
perfect gift for someone planning their travel to ho chi minh city in
vietnam use it as notebook diary to journal or just like any other
notebook other details include 120 pages 6x9 cream paper and a
beautiful matte finished cover make sure to look at our other products
for more travel journals
Wallpaper* City Guide Ho Chi Minh 1998 this is a guidebook with a
difference not only does it offer well researched relevant up to date
facts presented with stunning photography but with our local insights
you get true insider s knowledge about this fascinating country



drawing on our extensive professional experience and local expertise
we have created a practical and visual guide to vietnam s economic
and political capitals of saigon and hanoi
Ho Chi Minh City, self introduction 2015-03-23 this is the full color
version of vietnam ho chi minh city hanoi if you take a look at the
free sample of this book you will shortly come to know the reason
why you can get all attractions at ho chi minh city and hanoi by
yourself maps and photos indicated by arrows and explaining boxes
together with detailed information especially on the ways to the must
visits will give you full confidence when you try the 2 key cities of
vietnam you will meet ho chi minh city first which was formerly
known as saigon the economic capital of vietnam is located at the
southern area of vietnam hanoi the capital of vietnam for more than
1000 years will follow ho chi minh city it is located at the northern
part of vietnam at ho chi minh city you will take a look at city hall
first it is one of the most beautiful colonial buildings standing at the
heart of the city and the other 11 attractions will be followed they are
2 opera house 3 notre dame cathedral 4 central post office 5
reunification palace 6 ben thanh market 7 fine arts museum 8 de tham
road travelers street 9 mariamman hindu temple 10 saigon riverside
11 china town and 12 le van tam park together with tran hung dao
temple at hanoi you will meet old quarter first it consists of 36 streets
which have been established since 1010 when emperor ly thai to
moved the capital city of vietnam from hoa lu to thang long currently
hanoi and the other 5 parts will be followed they are the legendary 2
lake hoan kiem 3 a luxurious road of trang tien 4 ho chi minh s
mausoleum complex 5 ha long bay one of the 7 world landscapes and 6
ninh binh known as ha long bay on the land keep this book in your
pack and fly to ho chi minh city or hanoi then it will show you all of



the ways to the must visits at the 2 key cities of vietnam except ha
long bay and ninh binh which are situated at the outskirts of hanoi
you can get all attractions by your own self you need neither to chase
after a guide nor to ask passers by for your destination
Footprint Handbook - Ho Chi Minh City and Mekong Delta 2019-08-29
this is the full cover version of vietnam ho chi minh city da nang only
take a look at the free sample of this book and you will shortly come
to know the reason why you can get all attractions at ho chi minh city
and da nang by your own self in addition to the detailed information
especially on the ways to the must visits maps and photos indicated by
arrows and explaining boxes will give you full confidence when you
try the 2 key cities of vietnam ho chi minh city formerly known as
saigon is the economic capital of vietnam and da nang is the biggest
city in the middle area of the peaceful country the vital energy of ho
chi minh city and the beautiful sands of my khe beach of da nang are
waiting for you unfortunately there is no subway system in vietnam
yet however you don t need to worry about the public transportation
how to find the bus terminal which bus you have to take where you
are to alight from the bus are all explained in detail through maps and
photos keep this book in your pack and fly to the wonderful city of ho
chi minh city or da nang then it will show you all of the ways to the
attractions of the 2 cities of vietnam you need neither to chase after a
guide nor to ask passers by for your destination you can get them all
by your own self
Ho Chi Minh City (Vietnam) - Wink Travel Guide 1998 during the
eighteenth century the cambodian settlement of prey nokor became
the vietnamese port of saigon which in turn emerged as one of the
largest settlements in the vietnamese empire captured by the french
in 1861 it developed into the capital of the french colony of



cochinchina an increasingly wealthy port its population became
increasingly politicised and in 1955 saigon became the capital of the
republic of vietnam in 1976 hanoi became the capital of the new
socialist republic of vietnam with saigon being renamed ho chi minh
city now a popular tourist destination many of the sites dating from
the french period and the vietnam war survive with the city
authorities taking an increasing interest in architectural heritage this
book is wholly updated and considerably expanded from the historical
dictionary of ho chi minh city including more than 550 illustrations
and photographs many in colour and city maps with entries on the
major places institutions and people who had an important role in the
history and the cultural life of the city it remains an indispensable
guide to scholars and researchers
From Saigon to Ho Chi Minh City 2019-06-05 think it s all tanks and
tunnels wake up and smell the pho saigon is a swank shopper and
foodie s dream stacked with world class local designer fashion interiors
and lifestyle saturated in history and waiting for you on a plate go on
give uncle ho a go
Traveler's Notebook Ho Chi Minh City 2014-09 vacation goose travel
guide ho chi minh city vietnam is an easy to use small pocket book
filled with all you need for your stay in the big city top 50 city
attractions top 50 nightlife adventures top 50 city restaurants top 50
shopping centers top 50 hotels and more than a dozen monthly
weather statistics this travel guide is up to date with the latest
developments of the city as of 2017 we hope you let this pocket book
be part of yet another fun ho chi minh city adventure
Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City Guide 2015-12-10 are you excited about
planning your next trip do you want to try something new while
traveling would you like some guidance from a local if you answered



yes to any of these questions then this book is just for you greater than
a tourist ho chi minh city vietnam by jordan williams offers the inside
scoop on ho chi minh city hcmc most travel books tell you how to
travel like a tourist although there s nothing wrong with that as a part
of the greater than a tourist series this book will give you tips and a
bunch of ideas from someone who lives at your next travel destination
in these pages you ll discover local advice that will help you
throughout your stay greater than a tourist is a series of travel books
written by locals travel like a local get the inside scoop slow down
stay in one place take your time get to know the people and the
culture of a place try some things off the beaten path with guidance
patronize local business and vendors when you travel be willing to
try something new and have the travel experience of a lifetime by
the time you finish this book you will be excited to travel to your
next destination
Vietnam 2015-12-10
Vietnam 2017-09-05
Encyclopedia of Saigon / Ho Chi Minh City 2012-01-01
To Vietnam 2009-01-01
LUXE Ho Chi Minh City 2017-06-23
Vacation Goose Travel Guide Ho Chi Minh City Vietnam
Greater Than a Tourist - Ho Chi Minh City Vietnam
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